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Programming practice suggests a notion of general iteration corresponding to the white-do 
construct. This leads to new characterizations of general computable unary functions usable in 
computer science. 
Introduction 
Primitive iteration and wary functions [ 181, denoted in the following as ‘Prim’, 
developed the research on primitive iteration started by R.M. Robinson [30] 
and offered a system of iterative characterizations of the set prim(N, N) of 
primitive computable unary functions, to be used in computer science. 
This paper develops the research on general iteration started by J. Robinson 
[27] and offers a system of iterative characterizations of the set comp(N, N) of 
general computable unary functions, to be used in computer science. 
Our present work is a continuation of Prim in the same way as the work by J. 
Robinson [27] is a continuation of the work by R.M. Robinson [30]. 
Here characterizations of general computable unary functions are given, using 
the general iteration operator f Ig, which corresponds to the while-do construct; 
such characterizations are analogous to those of primitive computable unary 
functions given in Prim, using the primitive iteration operator f I h, which 
corresponds to the for-until-do construct. 
Here and in Prim, the point of view is the same, the structural correspondence 
of computability theory and computer science, and a motivation explains the 
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significance of the results for computer science. The central method of Prim 
consists in considering the conjugation of sequence functions with unary 
functions; the central method of this paper is simpler and consists in considering 
the simulation of sequence functions by unary functions. 
Closure functions and general iterates as reflectors [19] constitutes the link 
between Prim and this paper, by showing how general iteration arises from 
primitive iteration. 
The most famous characterization of general computable unary functions was 
given by J. Robinson [27], using the successor and the excess-over-a-square 
functions and using the addition, the composition and the inversion operators; 
such characterization is not significant for programming practice because there is 
no programming construct corresponding to the inversion operator. 
This paper gives, among other things, a characterization of general computable 
unary functions using the successor and the excess-over-a-square functions and 
using the addition, the composition and the general iteration operators; such 
characterization is significant for programming practice, because the general 
iteration operator corresponds to the while-do construct. 
The preliminaries recall the notions of sequence function, traditional function 
and unary function; furthermore they introduce the basic sequence functions and 
the operators on sequence functions; eventually they recall the notion of 
inductive closure. 
Section 0 recalls the notions of primitive computable sequence function, 
primitive computable traditional function and primitive computable unary func- 
tion; furthermore it introduces the notions of general computable sequence 
function, general computable traditional function and general computable unary 
function; eventually it introduces the basic method of this paper; the simulation 
of sequence functions by means of unary functions, relatively to some pairing. 
Section 1 gives characterizations of general computable sequence functions 
using general iteration operators and the following combination operators: the 
composition and the juxtaposition operators in Theorem 1.1, the composition and 
the cylindrification operators in Theorem 1.2, only the composition operator in 
Theorem 1.3. 
Section 2 gives three characterizations of comp(N, N) using the general 
iteration operator and the following combination operators: the composition and 
the pairing operators in Theorem 2.1, the composition and the star operators in 
Theorem 2.2, only the composition operator in Theorem 2.3. The corollary of 
Theorem 2.3 is stated to obtain an intuitive, programming oriented proof of 
Kleene’s normal form theorem. 
Section 3 specializes the results of Section 2 and gives three characterizations of 
comp(N, N) using the general iteration operator and the following combination 
operators: the composition and the addition operators in Theorem 3.1, the 
composition and the plus operators in Theorem 3.2, only the composition 
operator in Theorem 3.3. 
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Section 4 specializes in another way the results of Section 2 and gives three 
characterizations of comp(N, IV) using the general iteration operator and the 
following combination operators: the composition and the multiplication 
operators in Theorem 4.1, the composition and the times operators in Theorem 
4.2, only the composition operator in Theorem 4.3. 
Section 5 gives a simple unary Ackermann-Peter function and a programming 
oriented version of Kleene’s normal form theorem for unary functions. 
A preliminary version of this paper has appeared as an internal research report 
WI. 
We wish to thank our students R. Bordi and M. Gaspari for their useful 
remarks concerning Prim and this paper. 
Motivation 
From the point of view of Mathematics, a motivation for investigating 
comp(N, /V) may be found in its beauty and simplicity: indeed it is a monoid, 
whereas traditional recursive functions do not even constitute a category. 
From the point of view of Computer Science, the motivation for iterative 
characterizations of comp(fV, N) may be found in the practical convenience 
offered by such characterizations. 
A programming language 9 on a data structure {(X,, yl)}, computes functions 
The question arises, whether LZ is general purpose, i.e., whether it computes all 
computable functions on its data structure. To affirmatively answer this question, 
it suffices to show that every general computable unary function is the conjugate 
of a function computable by 9 with respect to computable codings 
see [16]. 
Such a proof is easier when it can be done by induction on a characterization of 
general computable unary functions based on operators which correspond to the 
constructs of 9. 
Now, usually, programming languages are based on the while-do construct. 
Therefore, usually, it is easier to show that a programming language is general 
purpose when the proof can be done by induction on a characterization of general 
computable unary functions based on the general iteration operator (correspon- 
ding to the while-do construct). 
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Preliminaries 
For any sets X, Y, let hom(X, Y) be the set of all partial functions from X into 
Y and let 
Xr,Y e f:X-+Y e f E hom(X, Y), 
Xef e f:X-+X, 
XLY%Z e X-f,Y,YJGZ. 
(i) Identity, composition and iteration 
For any set X, the identity function on X is defined as 
z,:x+x 
x-x. 
The composition operator is defined to transform any functions 
XLYSZ 
into the function 
f og:x-+z 
x -dfx)- 
A diagram 
X/-Y 
Ji Ix 
Y'K z 
commutes iff 
Xf,Y&Z, 
x Ly Lz, 
f og=f’og’. 
For any function f :X+ X and any natural number k, the k-th iterate off is the 
function 
fL&f 0.. .of, 
obtained by composing fk times after Z,. Note that any category comprehending f 
comprehends also f” for every k. 
The first primitive iteration operator is defined to transform any functions 
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into the function 
4.L g, h) :x+ y 
x - hf”(gx) 
[Prim] and can be visualized by the flow diagram in Fig. 1. 
Here f performs the iteration step counting, g performs the iteration initializa- 
tion and h performs the iteration step. 
All known primitive iteration operators are special cases of this operator 
[Prim]. 
The second primitive iteration operator f I h is defined to transform any 
functions 
Yeh 
fL 
N 
into the function 
f 1 h = Vf, I,, h) 
x 
v 
n :=fx 
y :=gx 
yes 
) Y 
\ 
4 
n:=n- 1 
y:=hy 
Fig. 1 
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such that 
fIh:Y+Y 
y H hf’y 
[Prim] and corresponds to the programming construct 
forc=luntilfy doy:=hy. 
Here f performs the iteration step counting and h performs the iteration step. 
For any z E 2, the first iteration step counting operator is defined to transform 
any functions 
X%Yeh 
fJ 
z 
into the first iteration step counting function 
Jz<f, g, h):X++N 
x - cldf (h’k+ = 2) 
which determines the number of steps the function h must perform after the 
function g has performed the initialization, to give the next y satisfying the 
iteration test fy = 2 [19]. 
The second iteration step counting operator is defined to transform any 
functions 
into the iteration step counting function 
f~zh=~,(f,hdW’+N 
Y * Pi(f (h’y) = 2) 
which determines the number of steps the function h must perform, to give the 
next y satisfying the iteration test fy = z [19]. 
The first general iteration operator is defined to transform any functions 
XsYYrh 
fJ 
Z 
into the function 
L(f, g, h) = &(f, g, hL g, h) IX--+ Y, 
x - hk(g-+ 
where k = Jz(f, g, h)x [19]; ‘t 1 can be visualized by the flow-diagram in Fig. 2. 
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X 
i 
y := gx 
1 
Fig. 2. 
Here f performs the iteration test, g performs the iteration initialization and 
performs the iteration step. 
The second general iteration operator is defined to transform any functions 
into the function 
flz h =(fJ,h)I h = Jz(f, I,, h) Ih = I&(_/-, ly, h), IY, h) = LU-> IY> h) 
such that 
fI,h:Y-,Y, 
y +-$ hky, 
where k = (fJz h)y [6, 7, 9, 111; it corresponds to the programming construct: 
whilefyZzdoy:=hy. 
Here f performs the iteration test and h performs the iteration step. 
h 
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The first step counting operator can be obtained from the second step counting 
operator as follows 
lz(f, g, h) = go(fU4 
and the first general iteration operator 
iteration operator as follows 
k(f, g, h) = Uz(f, g, h), g, h) 
= W(f~N~ g7 h) 
can be obtained from the second general 
Moreover, in programming practice, the standard general iterative construct is 
the while-do construct, corresponding to the second general iteration operator 
fkh. 
Therefore we will concern ourselves only with the second general iteration 
operator, we will call antonomastically ‘the general iteration operator’. 
(ii) Number sequences, data structures and function families 
Let a, b, c be any positive integers and let A, B be any sets of positive integers. 
Let N be the set of nonnegative integers and let 
i, j, k, n, m, r, nl, ml, rl, . . . 
be any nonnegative integers. For any a, consider the sequence set 
N” = N X . . * X N = {n,, . . . , It, 1 nl E FV A f * * A n, E IV}, 
and let n, m, r be any sequences on nonnegative integers; furthermore set 
hom{(N”, ~@)),,.o,B = atAyEB hom(N”, N”) 
and note that hom{(N”, IV”)} = hom(N”, N”). 
For any function f E horn@“, N”), the arity off is the number af = a whereas 
the coarity off is number bf = b. 
Sequence sets give rise to the following three basic sequence data structures: 
{(Ni, Ni)> = {(N”t N)>e = {(NO, ~b)),.b 
and we consider the following three basic function families on such structures: 
- the unary functions hom{(N, N)} = hom(N, N), 
- the traditional functions horn{ (N”, FV)}n, 
- the sequence fUndOnS hom{(N”, N”)},.b; 
note that 
hom{(N, N)} c hom{(N”, N)}, c hom{(N”, N”)},,b. 
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(iii) Basic sequence functions 
Consider the following sequence functions: 
- the zero functions 
O”[i]:N”-+N”+’ 
nlr . . . , n,wO,n,, . . . ,n, 
n,, . . . , no-n,, . . . , ni, 0, . 
- the successor functions 
S”[i] : N”+ N” 
4,. . . , n,~nl, 
- the predecessor functions 
P”[i] : N” + N” 
n,,. . . , hen,, 
- the projection functions 
I”[i, j] : /$J)” + Mei+’ 
n,, . . . , n,Hn,, 
_ the diagonal functions 
A”:N”+N*” 
Awn, n, 
- the transposition functions 
@:N”+N” 
for OGiSa 
for i = 0 
n, for lSiGa, 
for 1GiGa 
, n,, 
for l=SiSa 
, 4, 
for l=SiSjGa 
for 2=Sa 
4,. . . , n,-n,, . . . ,n,,n,. 
To cope with tradition, we set 
S = S’[l], P = P’[l], 
I”[i] = I”[i, i], I” = 1”[1, a], I = I’ = 1’[1, 11, 
A=A’, @= 02; 
note that I” = INO and I = IN. 
(iv) Combination operators on sequence functions 
The substitution operator is defined to transform any sequence functions 
f ,,*.., fb, and g with a = af, = . * . = afbg and bf, = . . . = bfbfi = 1 into the function 
dfl, . . . ) fbS):fv-N 
n -g(f,n, . * . J fbgn); 
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the juxtaposition operator is defined to transform any sequence functions f, g with 
a = af = ag into the function 
fAs : N” _+ NW+& 
n *fn, gn; 
the left cylindrification operator and the right cylindrification operator are defined 
to transform any sequence function respectively into the function 
cf:@+l+@f+l 
n,m-n,fm 
and into the function 
f’:N af+l~ Nbf’l 
n, m -fn, m; 
note that 
Ml?. . . , fbg) = (fi^’ . ‘hfbg) “g, 
f Ag = A” OfC”‘COC”‘Cg) 
‘f = Z”+‘[1]A(Z”+1[2, a + l]of), 
f’= (ZO+l[l, a]~f)AIO+l[a + 11. 
(v) Iteration operators on sequence functions 
For any sequence functions f, g, h with bg = ah = bh = af and bf = 1, we set 
f Jh =fk,h, 
flh =floh. 
In particular, for any sequence function h with ah = bh = b, we set h” = Ib[l] Ih 
[97 111. 
(vi) Inductive closures 
For any set X and any set Q of operators on X, let 
clos(X, Q) = n {Y 1 X G Y A Y closed with respect to L2} 
be the inductive closure of X with respect to (the operators in) Q [Prim, 15,191. 
If x = {x;, . . . ) .z;}; and Q= {oi, . . , w,} then we set for short 
clos(x;, . . . ) z,, WI, . . . ) w,) = clos(X, Q). 
(vii) General computable functions 
Consider any class E of functions from a subset of lJ, N” into a subset of 
lJ, N”, set 
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and note that 
homz{(N”, Nb))n~A,bEB = U hom#“, N”). 
oeA,beB 
Lemma 1. 
horn&J, N) = hom,{(N”, N”)},,b II hom(N, N) 
= homn{(N”, N)}O fl hom(N, N). Cl 
The class %’ is computational iff it comprehends all traditional projection 
functions and is closed with respect to juxtaposition and composition, i.e., iff 
(1) Z”[i]E%for 1SiSa; 
(2) if f, g E Z and uf = ug then f”g E 2; 
(3) iff, gE%?andbf=agthenfogEZ. 
Lemma 2. For any computational class 2 of sequence functions, 
%? = clos(hom,{(N”, N)},, f “g). Cl 
For the class B of primitive computable functions and the class $5 of general 
computable functions we set 
In Prim we have considered the following three function sets on our basic data 
structures: 
- the primitive computable unary functions prim{ (N, N)} = prim@, N), 
- the primitive computable traditional functions prim{ (W, IW)}~, 
- the primitive computable sequence functions prim{(N”, k!“)},,,; 
now we consider the following three function sets on the same basic data 
structures: 
- the general computable unary functions camp{ (N, N)} = comp(N, N), 
- the general computable traditional functions camp{ (N”, N)}a, 
-the general computable sequence functions comp{(N”, N’)},,,; 
recall that 
and note that 
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We assume that both the class 9’ and the class % are computational and that 
prim{(N”, N)}a = P, 
comp{(N”, N>ja = R, 
where P is the set of traditional primitive recursive functions with positive arity 
whereas R is the set of traditional general recursive functions with positive arity, 
according to GSdel, Herbrandt, Church and Kleene. 
By Lemma 1, 
prim(N, N) = P fl hom(N, N), 
comp(N, N) = R n hom(N, N). 
By Lemma 2, 
prim{(N”, N”)},,, = clos(prim{(N”, N)}“, f”g) = clos(P,f^g), 
comp{(Ni”, N”)],,, = clos(comp{(N”, N)}a, f”g) = clos(R,f”g). 
It is well known that P c R; so 
prim(N, N) c comp(N, N) c hom(N, N), 
prim{(N”, Nb)>..b = comp{(N”, N6)>U.h = hom{(N”, Nh)]a.h. 
The families of primitive computable unary functions, of general computable 
unary functions and of unary functions are closed with respect to composition and 
comprehend the identity function I: each one of them constitutes a monoid 
whose object is the set N. 
The families of primitive computable traditional functions, of general comput- 
able traditional funtions and of traditional functions are closed with respect to 
substitution and therefore also with respect to composition, but do not com- 
prehend the identity functions I”, for a > 1. 
The families of primitive computable sequence functions, of general comput- 
able sequence functions and of sequence functions are closed with respect to 
composition and comprehend all identity functions I”: each one of them 
constitutes a category whose objects are the sequence sets N”; such categories 
have all finite products of any a objects [ll]. 
(viii) Basic unary functions 
Consider the following unary functions: 
- the clear functions 
C:nHO, 
Ck=COSk:n++k, 
- the Signum function 
sig:nHO if n =O, 
n H 1 otherwise, 
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- the cosignum function 
cosg:n*l if n=O, 
n I+ 0 .otherwise, 
- the quadratum function 
quad : n H n*, 
- the radix function 
rad : n H [vn], 
(where [vn] is the integer part of vn), 
- the next-square function 
next : n * ([Vn] + l)*, 
- the preceding-square function 
prec : 12 H [Vn]*, 
- the excess-over-the-preceding-square function 
E:nHn~[Vn]*, 
- the multiplications 
mult[k] : n I+ n - k, 
- the divisions 
div[k] : n I+ [n : k], 
(where [n : k] is the integer part of n : k), 
- the remainder functions 
rem[k]:n*n’-[n:k]-k, 
- the power functions 
pow[k] : n I+ k”, 
- the exponent functions 
exp[k] : n I-+ pmsn(lkm+’ divides n). 
(ix) Combination operators on unary functions 
For any unary functions f, g and h, consider the following combination 
operators: 
- the conditional operator 
&f thengelseh:n++gn iffn=k, 
n I+ hn otherwise, 
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- the addition operator 
f+g:nH(fn)+(gn), 
- the plus operator 
f’ : n - (En) + (fn), 
-the symmetric difference operator 
If -A :n ++ I@) - (@)I, 
- the multiplication operator 
f*g:nH(fn).(gn)7 
- the times operator 
f * : n H 2ex@ln * (fn). 
If f, g E prim@, N) then If - gl E prim@, N) because 
If - gl = I(f, g> PI + k f> 0 
If f, g, h E Prim@, N) then ifk f then g else h E prim@, N) because 
ifk f then g else h = I(lf - Cklosig, Z^g, Z2[1]“(Z2[1]~h))~Z2[2]. 
(x) Format conventions 
The format of the theorems in Section 1 is: 
Theorem a.b. 
comp{(N”, Nb)},,6 = clos(. . . , f Ig) = clos(. . . , f") 
and we set for convenience 
c,,, = clos(. . . ) f Ig), CL., = clos(. . . ,f"). 
The format of the theorems in Sections 2-4 is: 
Theorem a.b. 
comp(N, N) = clos(. . . , f Ig) 
or 
Theorem a.b. 
comp(N, N) = clos(. . , f Ig) = C~OS(. . . , K If) 
and we set for convenience 
c,., = clos(. . . , f Ig), CA., = clos(. . . , K If). 
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0. From sequence functions to unary functions via simulation 
A total function F:X- Y is injective iff there is some (not necessarily unique) 
right inverse function of F, i.e., some function G : Y += X such that F 0 G = Z,. 
A total function F : X- Y is surjective iff there is some (not necessarily 
unique) left inverse function of F, i.e., some function G : Y-X such that 
GoF = I,. 
A total function F :X+ Y is bijective iff it is injective and surjective, i.e., iff 
there is some right inverse function and some left inverse function of F. 
If G is a right inverse function of F and G’ is a left inverse function of F then 
so, a function F :X+ Y is bijective iff there is a unique right and left inverse 
function of F. 
A coding is a total injection F :X + Y equipped with one of its right inverse 
functions, we will denote as “F-“. 
Every identity function Z, is a (surjective) coding; the composition of any two 
(surjective) codings is also a (surjective) coding; the inverse function of any 
surjective coding is also a surjective coding. 
Therefore, codings constitute a category, whereas surjective codings constitute 
a groupoid [17]. 
The function f :X+- Y is simulated by the function f’ :X’+ Y’ relatively to the 
codings F :X+X’ and G : Y+ Y’, 
f%,f’9 
iff the diagram 
X-Ly 
rl , IG . X”-y’ 
commutes. 
Lemma 0.0. 
Lemma 0.1. For every coding F : X-X’, 
1, &,F lx,. 0 
Lemma 0.2. For any codings F, G, H and any functions f, f ‘, g, g’, 
fQ,Gf’~gQzHg’ 3 (f”8)b,“(f’“g’). 0 
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Lemma 0.3. For every coding F and every functions f, f ‘, 
f%,f’ 3 f” 6.F (f’jk. q 
Lemma 0.4. For every coding F and every functions f, f ‘, h, h’, 
fb,,f’Ah%,h’ + (f Ih)&,,(f’Ih’). •I 
Lemma 0.5. For every codings F, G, every functions f, f’, h, h’ and every 
z E cod f, 
fb,cf’~h’JF.Fh’ 3 (fJzh)&,Af’-1Czh’), 
f &,G f’ A h ‘&,A + (f Izg) O&f Lg’). •I 
For any family 9 of codings, the function f is simulated by the function f’ 
relatively to 9, 
f&f’, 
iff there are two codings F, G E 9 such that 
f&,,f’. 
For any category 9 of codings, 
f bf9 
faFf’&Ff” * f&f” 
and the relation Cl9 turns out to be a preorder relation. 
For any groupoid 9 of codings, 
f&f + f’bf 
and the relation Cl9 turns out to be an equivalence relation. 
For any codings F : X +X’ and G : Y+ Y’ and any function 
f :X-Y, 
the function 
conF,cf =F-ofoG:X’-+Y’ 
is the conjugate off with respect to F and G; note that 
f q .G (cm,G f 1; 
if F is surjective then conF,G f is the unique function f’ such that 
f~.Gf’. 
A pairing is a coding J E prim(N*, N) with J- E prim(N, N’); set 
K, = J-01*[1], L, = J- 0 1721 
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and note that K,, L, E prim@, N). 
Furthermore set 
J’=I, 
J O+’ = J(I”+‘[l], J”(Z“+‘[2, a + 11)) 
and 
J”[i]=L$-‘OK, for l~i<a, 
J”[a] = L,“-‘; 
then 
J”:N”+N 
equipped with the inverse function 
(J”)- = J”[l]“. . *^J”[a] : N+ N” 
is a coding; note that J” E prim(N”, N) and J”[i] E prim(N, N), for every a and 
lCi<a. 
We set for convenience 
(n, m>J = J(K m), 
(4,. . . , az,)J = (n,, . . . , (~a-,r n,)_, . . a), = J”(n,, . . . , no). 
For any function f : No+ IV’, any function f’ : N + N and any pairing J, set 
fQf’ e fbPf’7 
con,f = con,..,hf = (JO)-of oJh; 
and note that f 0, (conJf); if J is surjective then con,f is the unique function f’ 
such that f q lJ f ‘. 
For any pairing J, consider the following unary functions: 
- the J-zero function 
0, : n ++ (4 o>,, 
- the J-diagonal function 
A,:~H (n, n),, 
- the J-transposition function 
@,:n*(L,n, K,n),, 
- the J-associate-to-left function 
assl,: (n, (m, r),>,H ((n, m>,, r>,, 
- the J-associate-to-left functions (for 1 G a) 
asslJ[l] = assl,[2] = I, 
assl,[a] = (assl,)“-2 for 2 <a, 
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such that 
assl,[a]: (n,, . . . , h-1, %)J.. .>JH (*. *(n1, %).I, . . . > %)J, 
- the J-associate-to-right function 
assr,: ( (4 m),, rjJ H (n, Cm, r>,>,, 
- the J-associate-to-right functions (for 1 s a) 
assr,[l] = assr,[2] = I, 
assr,[a] = (assr,)“-* for 2 < a, 
such that 
assr,[a]: (e. -(4, dJ, . . . , n,),++ (n,, . . . , (IZ,-~, n,jJ.. .jJ 
[4,9,11, Prim]. 
Furthermore consider the following combination operators on unary functions: 
- the pairing operator 
(f, g >J : 12 H (h gn >J? 
- the corrected pairing operators 
(f, &PI = (f”Jb[ll, . . . , (f”Jb[bl, g>./ . . .>J:n- (n, gn)./ 
where n, = J”[i](fn) for 1~ i s b, 
- the left star operator 
*“f = (&, &of >,r: (n, m>,* (n,fm).T, 
- the right star operator 
f*J= (&of, L),: (n, m>,e (f% m>,. 
Lemma 0.6. For any pairing J, 
O’[l] q J O,, sn,s, POJP, ZO,I 
and for 2 G a, 
O’[a] lIJ (assl,[a]~O,~assr,[a + l]), 
Y[a] q J (assl,[a]~*‘S~assr,[a]), P”[l] q , p*‘, 
I”[ 11 q J K,, Z”[i] q lJ J”[i], 172, a] 0, L,, I” q J I. 0 
Lemma 0.7. For any pairing J and any functions f, f ‘, g, g’ with af = ag, iff q IJ f’ 
and g 0, g’ then 
(f ^g) 0~ ((f ‘9 g’)Abf 1). 0 
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Lemma 0.8. For any pairing J and any functions f, f ‘, if f 0, f’ then 
‘fo, *“f ‘. 0 
Lemma 0.9. For any pairing J and any functions f, f ‘, g, g’ with bf = ag, if 
f0, f’ andgCl,g’ then 
(f “g) 0, (f ‘Og’). 0 
Lemma 0.10. For any pairing J and any functions f, f’ with af = bf, if f Cl, f’ then 
f&f’ + (f”)Q(f’)“- 0 
Lemma 0.11. For any pairing J and any functions f, f ‘, h, h’ with af = ah = bh 
and bf = 1, if f lJJ f’ then 
(f 1 h) 0~ (f’ 1 h’), 
(f I h) 0~ (f’ I h’h 
(f Ih) LIJ (f’ Ih’). 0 
Corollary. For any pairing J and any functions f, f’ with a = af = bf, if f 0, f’ 
then 
(f”) q J (1 If ‘), for 1 = a, 
(f”) 0, (K, If ‘), for 1 <a. q 
The class C L hom{(N”, N”)},,b is simulated by the class C’ E hom(N, FV) 
relatively to a pairing J iff every function f E C is simulated by some function 
f’ E C’ relatively to J. 
Theorem 0.12. Zf comp{(W, Nb)}=,b is simulated by a class C G hom(N, N) 
relatively to any pairing J then comp(N, N) G C. 
Proof. If comp{(N”, N’)},,b is simulated by C c_ hom(N, N) then, in particular, 
comp(N, N) is simulated by C; then for every f E comp(N, N) there is some f’ E C 
such that 
i.e., such that 
f Q,lf’, 
i.e., such that f =f’; so f E C. 0 
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Note that the function 
con,: hom{(N”, IW’)},,~-, hom(N, IV) 
maps 
- hom{(N”, IV~)}~,~ onto hom(N, FV), 
- comp{(N”, Nb)}a,b onto comp(N, fV), 
- prim{(N”, N”)},,, onto prim(N, R4). 
If J is a surjective pairing then 
(K,^L,)oJ = J-0J = 1 
and 
con,J” = (J”)-0J” = (J”[l]^. . .^J”[a])oJ” = I, 
for every a; therefore for any function f : N”+ N’, the conjugate con,f is the 
unique function f’ such that f0, f’. 
In any case, by Lemma 0.9, 
cow(f og> = (conJf) 0 (cow). 
Concluding: if J is a surjective pairing then 
- con, is a functor from the category of sequence functions onto its subcategory of 
unary functions; 
-the restriction of con, to general computable sequence functions is a functor 
from the category of general computable sequence functions onto its subcategory 
of general computable unary functions; 
- the restriction of con, to primitive computable sequence functions is a functor 
from the category of primitive computable sequence functions onto its sub- 
category of primitive computable unary functions. 
Each such functor is left adjoint for the corresponding inclusion functor 
relatively to the natural transformation 
i.e., an n-reflector [19]; indeed: 
(1) the following diagram 
commutes for every f : N”-+ ftJb; 
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(2) for every f : N” * N the function con,f is the unique function g making the 
following diagram commutative 
N” 
i.e., the function J” is a universal arrow from N” into N. 
We sometimes omit the subscripts, when no misunderstanding is possible. 
Errata of Prim. Theorem 0.6 of Prim has to be corrected as follows: 
For any pairing J, 
con,(f I h) = conJ”~(conJf I con,h). 
In fact, the identity 
con# I h) = (con,f I con+) 
is true only for surjective pairings J. 
In the remark after Theorem 0.6 of Prim, the operator f I g must be omitted. 
The proofs of Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 of Prim have to be 
completed by noting that the functions 
con,Z” = (J”))0.Y = (J”[l], . . . , (J”[a - 11, J”[u])~ * . -), 
= assl,[a] 0 assr,[a] 
belong to P2.1(2), P*.*(2) and P&2), for every a. 0 
Improvement of Prim. The notion of simulation could be profitably used also in 
Prim. 
Then Lemmata 0.6-0.9 of this paper could be substituted for Theorems 0.1-0.4 
in Prim; furthermore Theorem 0.5 of Prim could be reformulated as 
fClJf’AgO,g’AhO,h’ * l(f, g, h) lJJ IV-‘, g’, h’) 
and Theorem 0.6 of Prim could be reformulated as 
according to Lemma 0.11 above. 
Then the proofs of the theorems in Section 2 of Prim could be simplified by 
using simulation instead of conjugation as in the proofs of the theorems in Section 
2 of this paper. 0 
Historical note 
(1) The juxtaposition operator f "g comes down from the very beginnings of 
category theory; it was introduced in computability theory (with a different 
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notation) by S. Eilenberg and C.C. Elgot [3,4] and (with the present notation) by 
G.M. German0 and A. Maggiolo-Schettini [6,11]. 
The left cylindrification operator ‘f has been introduced in computability theory 
(with a different notation) by S. Eilenberg and C.C. Elgot [3,4] and (with the 
present notation) by G.M. German0 and A. Maggiolo-Schettini [9, 111; the right 
cylindrification operator f” has been introduced in computability theory by G.M. 
German0 and A. Maggiolo-Schettini [9,11]. 
The pairing operator (f, g)J has been introduced by R.M. Robinson [32] for 
the Cantor pairing function, by J. Robinson [29] for a bijective .I and by G.M. 
German0 and S. Mazzanti [Prim] in the general case; it has been shown how the 
pairing operator can be obtained from the juxtaposition operator via conjugation 
[Prim]. 
The right star operator has been introduced by J. Robinson [27,28] whereas 
the left star operator has been introduced G.M. German0 and S. Mazzanti 
[Prim]; it has been shown how the star operators can be obtained from the 
cylindrification operators via conjugation [Prim]. 
(2) K. Godel introduced [22] the primitive (limited) minimization operator 
which defines the primitive computable function 
hm = L,,~,,, (f(n, m) = O), 
for any primitive computable functions f and g. 
S. C. Kleene introduced [24] the general (unlimited) minimization operator 
which defines the general computable function 
hm = ~(0, m) = O), 
for any general computable function f; note that the minimization operators were 
first denoted by ‘E’. 
Using the general minimization operator, the famous normal form theorem was 
proved [24]; it can be considered as an ancestor of structured programming [23]. 
Moreover S.C. Kleene showed how to define general computable functions by 
using the general minimization operator but no primitive recursion [25]. 
Now, the general minimization operator can be considered as the first step 
towards a mathematical description of general iteration in so far as 
,&(f(n, m) = 0) = l(f, Q+‘[Ol, sqll),. 
J. Robinson introduced [27] the inversion operator 
f-‘n = p,(fm = n) 
as a particular case of the general minimization operator. Her famous charac- 
terization of general computable unary functions using composition, addition and 
inversion is one of the corner stones of Tarski’s undecidability Theorem in 
Undecidable Theories [33] and of Bohm’s first proof of the structured program- 
ming theorem [2]. 
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S. Eilenberg and C.C. Elgot, to characterize general computable sequence 
functions in the framework of category theory [3,4], introduced the iteration 
operator: 
for functions f and g having disjoint domains. 
G.M. German0 and A. Maggiolo-Schettini considered Markov’s normal 
algorithms without concluding formulas [5,8,12], introduced characterizations of 
computable sequence functions (based on the operator f/h) as semantics of such 
algorithms [6,7], discussed systematically such characterizations [9, 111 and used 
them for semantics of programs [lo] and of Limited Register Machines [14]; 
furthermore iterative characterizations of computable stack functions were 
introduced [ 131. 
G.M. German0 and S. Mazzanti investigated the algebraic nature of the 
general iteration operator f I h in the framework of Universal Algebra [15] and in 
the framework of Category Theorem [19]. 
1. Characterizations of general computable sequence functions 
This section is devoted to obtaining characterizations of general computable 
sequence functions by using the general iteration operators introduced in the 
preliminaries. This is done with juxtaposition and composition as combination 
operators in Theorem 1.1, with (left) cylindrification and composition as 
combination operators in Theorem 1.2, with only composition as combination 
operator in Theorem 1.3. These theorems constitute starting points for obtaining 
characterizations of general computable unary functions in Section 2. 
Theorem 1.1. 
comp{(N”, W>,,t. = clos(X p, q11, zap, al, f^g, fog, f/g) 
= clos(& p, 1”[11, q2, al, f^s, fog, f”). 
Proof. 
Lemma 1. clos(R,f^g) G Cl.,. 
Proof. It suffices to show that R s Cl.l by induction on the characterization of R 
as inductive closure of the traditional initial functions with respect to substitution, 
primitive recursion and minimization [9]. Cl 
Lemma 2. For every f E Cl.,, foP[i] E R. 
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Proof. By induction on Cr,r. 
Induction basis: it suffices to note that 
SoI=S, PoZ= P, Z”[l] oz= Z”[l], 1”[2, a] oZ”-‘[i] = Z”[i + 11. 
Induction step: 
(1) for any f and g with af = ug, if f oZ”[[i], g oZbg[i] E R then 
so that (f "g) ~Z”~+“~[il E R in any case; 
(2) for any f and g with bf = ug, if f oZbf[i], g oZ@[i] E R then 
(f og)oZ”g[i] = (goZbg[i])(f oZ”r[l], . . . , f oZbf[bf]) E R; 
(3) for any f and g with uf = ug = bg, bf = 1, if f =f oZbf[l], goZbg[i] E R then 
the following functions g,, . . . , g,, defined by simultaneous primitive recursion 
as 
g,(O, m) = Zbg[i]m (1SiSu) 
gitn + 1, ml = k~Zbg[il)klh m), . . . , g,(n, m)) (1s i G a), 
belong to R. But 
((f Ig)olbg[il)m =gi(Pn(f klCn, m), . . . , &(h m)) = O), m). 
Therefore (f /g)oZbg[i] E R. 0 
Lemma 3. C1.1 E clos(R, f “g). 
Proof. If f E C1,1 then, by Lemma 2, 
f = (f oZ”f[l])^. . .A (f oZbf[bf]) E clos(R, f ^g). •I 
By Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 
clos(R,f^g)~C;.,~C,., ccWR,f”g) 
and the theorem follows because 
comp{(N”, f@)>.,b = clos(R,f “g) 
as remarked in the Preliminaries, (vii). El 
Theorem 1.2. 
comp{W, W>ll.b = cW@[ll, S, P”[11,~“[11, W, al, % f og, f Ig) 
= clos(O’[l], s, P”[l], 172, a], cf, f “g, f”). 
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Proof. First 
0” = ‘““O’[l] 0 (p”+‘[l] 0 c-cS)-JP+l[2, a + l] E c;.,; 
furthermore, if f E C;., then 
f’=(~lr+‘)Ur,‘f~obf+‘EC;,2. 
Therefore 
A = 0’[1]~c01[l]~(p’[1]~cSc~ccS)“~13[2, 1 E C;,*; 
AO=AC”‘COCCAC’-‘CO_ . ..C~~'CADC~2U-~.CC~-20....C~~~C~EC.,2. 
Lemma 1. C;., G C;.,. 
Proof. By induction on C;,,. 
It suffices to note that CI.2 is closed with respect to juxtaposition because 
fAs = A”OC”‘CfOgC’-‘C, 
where a = uf = ag. 0 
Lemma 2. C,.2 s C,.,. 
Proof. By induction on C,.2. 
Induction basis: 
O’[l] = 1^(1 I P), 
P”[l] = (17110 P)^1”[2, u]. 
Induction step: C,, , is closed with respect to left cylindrification because 
“f = z”+‘[l]^((l”+‘[2, a + 11) of), 
where a = a& 0 
Obviously C;,, c C1_2; by Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and Theorem 1.1 
C.1 = ckl c ci.2 c c1.2 c cl., = comp{(Nu7 Nb)ju,b 
and the theorem follows immediately. Cl 
Corollary. 
comp{(~“, Nb))a,b= clos(o’[l], s, p, 12[11, 12[21, ‘f,f’,f0g7flg) 
= c10s(0’[1], S, P, 12[2], %fC,fog,fO). 0 
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Theorem 1.3. 
camp{@“, @)>a,b = clos(O”[al, sa[al, P”[11,1”[11,1”[2, al, fog, f/g) 
= clos(O”[a], Y[a], P”[l], 172, a], fog, f”). 
Lemma 1. C;,, E C;,,. 
Proof. By induction on C;_,. 
Induction basis: obvious. 
Induction step: we show by induction that C ;.3 is closed with respect to left 
cylindrification. Note first that 0” E Ci.3 because 
0” = 0”[u]~(P~+‘[1]%Y+‘[u + l])V+‘[2, a + 11. 
Induction basis: 
“(O”[u]) = o”+‘[u + 11, 
“(&Y[u]) = S”+‘[u + 11, 
“(P”[l]) = W+‘F+l[1]0(Oa+‘)a, 
“(172, a]) = oa+i~z0+1[2, a + l] o(W)a-l, 
Induction step: 
‘(fog) = “fo”g, 
‘(f”) = ,+l.((Oo+l)aoCfoOa+l)Oo(~+l)a. 0 
Lemma 2. C1.3 G C,,z. 
Proof. It suffices to note that 
OU[u] = C...CO’[l], F[u] = ““‘“S. 0 
Obviously CI.J E &; by Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and Theorem 1.2 
Cr.2 = G.2 s G., G Cl3 E Cr., = comp{(N”, Nb)},,b 
and the theorem follows immediately. 0 
The last theorem is based on the reduction of general computable sequence 
functions to Limited Register Machines sketched in [14]. 
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2. Characterizations of general computable unary functions based on an 
undetermined pairing 
Theorem 2.1. For any pairing J: 
comp(N Ni) = cW.% P, K,, L,, (f, gjJ, fog, fig). 
Proof. 
Lemma 1. C,, 1 is simulated by C2. 1 relatively to J. 
Proof. By induction on C,.,. 
Induction basis: by Lemma 0.6 and because I = So P. 
Induction step: by Lemmata 0.7, 0.9 and 0.11; indeed, if f, g E C,., then 
(A d,Pl= (f”JbfPl, . . . , (f”JbfPfl, g>.c. .>J E ‘%I 
because 
J”[i] = L;-‘oK, for l<i<a, 
J”[a] = L,“-‘; 
so that J”[i] E C2,, for every 1s i S a. q 
By Theorem 1.1, Lemma 1 and Theorem 0.12, comp(N, N) c &. On the 
other hand, obviously C2., E comp(N, N) and the theorem follows 
immediately. 0 
Theorem 2.2. For any pairing J: 
comp(N, N) = clos(O,, S, P*J, K,, L,, *“f, f og, f Ig). 
Lemma 1. C1.2 is simulated by c& relatively to J. 
Proof. By induction on Cl.*. 
Induction basis: by Lemma 0.6. 
Induction step: by Lemmata 0.8, 0.9, 0.11. 0 
By Theorem 1.2, Lemma 1 and Theorem 0.12, comp(N, N) c &. On the 
other hand, obviously C2.2c comp(N, N) and the theorem follows 
immediately. 0 
Theorem 2.3. For any pairing J: 
comp(N, N) = CIOS(AJ, *IS, P*J, KJ, *JKJ, LTJ, f og, f Ig) 
= CIOS(AJ, *‘S, PeJ, KJ, LT’, asdJ, f og, KJ If). 
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Lemma 1. @, LJ, oJ, s, P, assrJ e c;.,. 
Proof. 
@J= Ar~asslJ~KJ~L~, 
LJ= OJoKJ, 
OJ= AJo(KJIP*)oOJ, 
S= AJo*SaLJ, P= AJoP*of(,, 
assr, = O,o assl, 0 O,o ass], 0 0,. Cl 
Lemma 2. C;., is simulated by C;, relatively to J. 
Proof. By induction on C;.,. 
Induction basis: by Lemma 0.6, Lemma 1 and because assl,[a], assrJ[a] E C&. 
Induction step: by Lemma 0.9, the corollary of Lemma 0.11 and because 
r/f =dJo(KJ/(KJofod,))oK,. 0 
Lemma 3. C;, c &. 
Proof. It Suffices to show that ass!, E C,.,. First 
OJ= AJo*KJoL:, 
LJ = O,~rc,, 
K,“= @Jo*KJoOJ, *LJ= OJoL,*oOJ, 
*p= o,QP*~o,, 
S= AJo*SoLJ, P= AJQP*oKJ, 
0,~ AJa(LJ I *P), C=OJoLJ, 
(1, c/c>, = oJ”(*S)k, 
sig=PIP, cosg=s~(PIc), 
sig* = (P* 0 KJ) /P*, *sig=@J”sig*‘@J, 
addJ = (KJ / (P*o *S))“LJ:(n,m)Hn+m, 
A/ = sig* 0 *sigoadd,oP:(n, m)H(sign)*(sigm), 
diff, = (A, / (P* 0 *P))OaddJ:(n,m)oln-ml. 
Furthermore, if f, g, h E C2,3 then 
if0 f then g else h E C,,,. 
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Indeed, if fn # 0 for every n then 
if,,fthen g else h = ((foC) /C)oh; 
otherwise, for any m such that fm = 0, 
if0 f then g else h 
= 4o(I, C,),O((K,~C,~~) 1 (K,°K,oho(I> C,>,oO,)) 
o(LJ I (K,QK,Q~~O,~O,))~ K,oK,. 
Therefore, the function 
T, =ifO K,*o * KJ 0 diff 0 cosg then C 0 S else 
if0 L,*oK;o *L, 0 diff 0 cosg then C 0 S else C 
belongs to C,.,. Note that 
T,: ((nl, ml>, (k, 4) -0 ifnl=n2r\KJm1=m2, 
41 otherwise, 
and that 
O,o(T, I *S)oLfoLfoO,: (n, (m, r)) * ((n, (m, r)), 0) 
~((n, (m, I>>, 1) 
. . . 
H((n, (m, r>>, (6 m)) 
++((m, r>, (n, m)) 
H (I, (4 m)) 
H ((v m>, r>. 
so 
assl] = 0, 0 (T, I *S) 0 L,* 0 LT 0 0, E &. Cl 
By Theorem 1.3, Lemma 2 and Theorem 0.12, comp(N, lY) G C;,,; furthe- 
rmore, by Lemma 3, comp(N, N) G Ci., E t&. On the other hand, obviously 
C2.3 c comp(N, RJ) and the theorem follows immediately. El 
The next corollary gives a characterization of comp(N, N) where the composi- 
tion associates always to the right. This characterization allows the computation 
of functions by scanning from left to right; we will use it to prove a programming 
oriented version of Kleene’s normal form theorem based on iteration. 
Set 
F,, = 41, F, = *‘S, F2 = P*‘, F3 = K,, F4 = LT’, F5 = assl,, 
C norm =clos(l, Fo0.L . . . , Fs”ft (KJ If)~g) 
Corollary. For any pairing .I, comp(N, N) = C,,,,. 
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Proof. Obviously C,,, G C;,. To see that C;., G C,,,,, check by induction on 
C nOrm that C,,,, is closed with respect to composition. So Ck,, = C,,,,. 
By Theorem 2.3, the corollary follows immediately. 0 
3. Characterizations of general computable unary functions based on a Cantor- 
like pairing 
The results of this paragraph are obtained from those of Section 2 by 
substituting the Cantor-like pairing of [30] 
R:n, m++(n +m)*+n 
with inverse functions 
K,=E:rHl’[jAj2, 
for the pairing J, which was considered there. 
J. Robinson states [27] that 
comp(N, N) = clos(S, E, f + g, fog, f-'). 
The following theorem improves this famous result by using the general 
iteration operator f Ig (corresponding to the while-do construct) instead of the 
inversion opeator f -' (which does not correspond to any programming 
construct). 
Theorem 3.1. comp(N, N) = clos(S, E, f + g, f og, fIg). 
Proof. 
Lemma 1. rad E Cg., . 
Proof. 
C=(E/S)oE, I=CIS, next=So(E/S). 
Recall that 
next: n k-+ ([dn] + 1)‘. 
If we continue by iterating S, we obtain 
S : (p/n] + 1)2H ([+l] + 1)2 + 1 H. . . - ([lht] + 1)2 + [+r]. 
But ([qn] + 1)2 + [dn] is the least number m 2 ([dn] + l)*, such that m + EM + 
3 is a square. Therefore 
rad=nexto(((I+ E)oS”oE) /S)oE. 0 
Lemma 2. quad E C3.i. 
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Proof. Set 
square(n, m) = Em + E(m + 2n + 1) + E(m + 2[vm] + 2n + 4). 
If n* = m then 
square(n, m) = E(n*) + E((n + l)*) + E((n + 2)*) = 0. 
Conversely, if square(n, m) = 0 then 
(1) m is a square, 
(2) m + 2n + 1 is a square, 
(3) m + 2[Vm] + 2n + 4 is a square. 
BY (1) (2) 
[j/m] G [V(m + 2n + l)] - 1, 
then 
m+2[~m]+2n+4=(m+2n+1)+2([~m]+1)+1 
G(m+2n+1)+2[V(m+2n+l)]+l, 
then, by (2), 
m+2n+1<m+2[Vm]+2n+4~([V(m+2n+1)]+1)*, 
and, by (3), 
m + 2[Vm] + 2n + 4 = ([V(m + 2n + l)] + l)*. 
Therefore 
m + 2[Vm] + 2n + 4 = ([V(m + 2n + l)] + l)* 
=m+2n+1+2[~(m+2n+l)]+l, 
then 
[Vm] + 1= [V(m + 2n + l)], 
[dm] = [V(m + 2n + l)] - 1, 
so that, by (l), (2) 
m = [dm]’ = ([V(m + 2n + l)] - 1)’ 
=m+2n+1-2[~(m+2n+l)]+l 
=m+2n+l-2([Vm]+l)+l 
= m + 2n - 2[Vm]. 
Concluding, we obtain n = [qm] and, by (l), 
n* = [vm]‘= m. 
So we have shown that 
square(n, m) = 0 e n2 = m. 
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Now 
next-l = (SoE) /S:n ++ (next n) - 1= [Vn]‘+ 2[J/n]. 
If we continue by iterating next +E, we obtain: 
next + E: [vn]’ + 2[qn] ++ ([vn] + 1)’ + 2[vn] 
. . . 
I--+ ([Vfl]‘)” + 2[6]. 
Now, for m 2 [vn], 
square(E(m2 + 2[vn]), 4rad(m2 + 2[dn])) = square(2[J/n], 4m) = 0 
iff (2[vn])2 = 4m, i.e., iff [j/n]’ = m. Therefore 
square(E, 4rad) I (next + E) : [dn]” + 2[~/n] +-+ [dn]” + 2[vn] 
and then 
search = next-l 0 (square(E, 4rad) I (next + E)) : n - [vn]” + 2[qn]. 
Therefore 
prec = search 0 rad 
because 
searchorad : n H [qrz]” = prec n. 
On the other hand 
(search 0 prec) + E : n - ([dn]“)’ + En. 
If we continue by iterating (next-l) + E, we obtain: 
(next-l) + E: ([vn]‘)’ + En ++ ([dn]’ + 1)’ + En A 1 
-([j&t]’ + 2)* + En - 2 
. . . 
Therefore 
- ([j/n]” + En)2 = n*. 
quad = ((searchoprec) + E)o(E I ((next-l) + E)). 0 
Lemma 3. P, LR E C,,,. 
Proof. 
quad+3Z:nHn2+3n=(n+1)*+(nL1) forn>O. 
Therefore 
P = (quad + 31) 0 E. 
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On the other hand, by iterating ((rado Poquad) + E)o P, we obtain 
((radoPoquad) + E)oP: (n, m)- (n - 1, m) 
++(n;2,m) 
. . . 
-(0,m)=m*. 
Then 
LR = (E I (((radoPoquad) + E)oP))orad. 0 
Lemma 4. Cx,, is closed with respect o (f, g)R. 
Proof. (f, g) = ((f + g)oquad) +J 0 
Lemma 5. comp(N, N) E C, ,. 
Proof. By the definition of CX., and Lemma 3, we know that the functions 
S, P, KR, LR 
belong to C,. , . By the definition of C3., and Lemma 4, we know that C3., is closed 
with respect to the operators 
(f7 g)R* f “g? f lg. 
So the lemma follows from Theorem 2.1. Cl 
Since, obviously, CD., E comp(N, N), Theorem 3.1 follows from Lemma 5. 0 
Theorem 3.2. comp(N, NJ) = clos(C, S, quad, +f, f “g, fig). 
Proof. We show first that 
comp(N K) G C,,; 
to this end, by Theorem 2.2, it suffices to show that OR, P*R, KR, L, E C,2 and 
that C3,* is closed with respect to *“f. Now 
I= c/s, 
K=E=‘C, 
next = So(E IS), 
rad = nexto((+loS30E) IS)oE, 
OR=qUado((+loSoE)/S), 
21= quad 0 ((S 0 E) IS) 0 E, 
P = 0ROORO+(rad~rad~2t)~E, 
LR = (E I (‘(rado Poquad) 0 P)) 0 rad, 
@,=ORo((EoE) /P)o+(radoLR). 
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Furthermore C3.2 is closed with respect to *“f because 
*f=+(+(~R“f)oClUad):(~,++~+(~+f~)2= (&fRZ). 
Eventually P*R E C3.2 because 
p*= @,o*po@,. 
Having shown that 
comp(N W G G2, 
since, obviously, C,., E comp(N, N), the theorem follows immediately. 0 
J. Robinson, considering the original Cantor’s pairing 
R(n,m)=[((n +m)'+ 3n +m):2], 
shows [27] that 
comp(M N) 
=CIOS((KR”LR,LR OKR)R, (I,C's)R, (KR+(LR~KR),~)R,~'~,~-~). 
This implies that 
comp(N W 
=clos(A,, *RC, *RS, *RKR, KgR, *RLR,L;R,(KR+(LR~KR))*R, fy,f-l), 
because 
(KR+ (LRoKR),I)=ARo(KR+(LRoKR))*, 
and eventually implies that 
comp(N, N) = CIOS(A,, *RC, *RS, *RKR, LgR, (KR + (LRoKR))*~, f og, f -‘), 
because 
The following theorem improves slightly the above characterization of general 
computable unary functions (except for the function P* due to the nature of 
f Ig), by using the general iteration operator f Ig instead of the inversion operator 
f-1. 
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Theorem 3.3. comp(N, N) = clos(A,, *RS, P*R, KR, *RKR, LiR, fog, f/g). 
Proof. The theorem can be obtained immediately by substituting the Cantor-like 
pairing R for .I in Theorem 2.3. 0 
Improvement of Prim. The predicate 
square(n, m) = 0 
could be used instead of the predicate 
eul(n, m) + Em = 0 
in [Prim, Theorem 3.2.1, Lemma 31 and instead of the analogous predicate in the 
proof of J. Robinson’s famous theorem [27]: 
comp(N, N) = clos(S, E, f + g, fog, f-l). 
So any reference to Euler’s four squares theorem could be avoided. Cl 
4. Characterizations of general computable unary functions based on a Giidel- 
like pairing 
The results of this section are obtained from those of Section 2 by substituting 
the Godel-like pairing of [21] 
G:n,m++2”-3m 
with inverse functions 
KG = exp[21, LG = expP1 
for the pairing J, which was considered there. 
Lemma 4.0. The functions 
S, P, C, cosg, KG, Lc;, mult[k], rem[k], div[k], 
for any k, the functions 
pow[kl, exdkl, 
for k prime, and the functions 
*c K G? LgG, AC, P*G 
belong to 
clos(pow[2], exp[2], mult[2], mult[3], div[2], div[3], f og, f Ig). 
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Proof. 
S = pow[2]omult[2]oexp[2], 
P = pow[2]odiv[2]oexp[2], 
C = mult[2] oSoexp[2], 
cosg=s~(PIc), 
KG = expP1, 
rem[k] = (Pk--l I P”), 
L,=exp[3]=(exp[2] /div[2])o((rem[3] ocosg) I (div[3]omult[2]))oexp[2], 
mult[k] = pow[2]o(exp[2] I (div[2]omult[3]“))oexp[3], 
div[k] = (rem[k] IP)opow[2]o(exp[2] I (div[21k omult[3]))oexp[3] 
and, for k prime and odd, 
pow[k] = pow[2]o(exp[2] I (div[2]omult[k])), 
exp[k] = (exp[2] I div[2]) 0 ((rem[k] ocosg) I (div[k]omult[2]))oexp[2]; 
furthermore 
*KG = ((exp[3]oexp[2]) I (mult[5]o(exp[3] I (div[3]*omult[7])) 
0 (exp[7] I (mult[3] odiv[7])))) 
o(exp[3] I div[3])o(exp[5] I (div[5]omult[3])), 
LT; = ((exp[2] oexp[3]) I (mult[5] 0 (exp[2] I (div[2]“omult[7])) 
0 (exp[7] I (mult[2] odiv[7])))) 
o(exp[2] I div[2])o(exp[5] I (div[5]omult[2])), 
AC = pow[2]o(exp[2] I (div[2]~mult[3]omult[5])) 
o(exp[5] I (div[5]omult[2])), 
P* = AGo((exp[3]oexp[2]) I (exp[2]~div[2]~pow[2]~mult[3]))oexp[2]; 
to see how the last four functions behave, check the following computation paths: 
*KG : 2” . ~j2”.3’~ 2” . ~j2~.3’ , 5 H . . . H 2” . 5 . 72m-‘.3’H 2” . 32”‘-I.” . 5 
H* * *H 
H 2” . 32.3’ . 5” H . . . ,_+ 2” . 5” . 73’ H 2” . 33r . 5” 
~2”. 5m~2”. 3m, 
LT;: ~2’.3~ . y,+, ~2-3~ . 3’ . 5 H . . . H 3’ . 5 . 72”-’ H 22”.3’“-’ . 3’ . 5 
H- . *H 
H 22n.3 . 3’ . 5” -. . . ++ 3’ . 5” . 72’ H 22” . 3’ . 5” 
1-+3~.5”‘++2”‘-3’, 
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AG:n~2n~2n-l. 3.5-. . .-3n .5*+-+21.3” .5~--1-. . .-2n. 3”, 
p* : 20 . 3” _ 22O.3” . 32”.3” H 20 . 3” 
2 
n+l . 3” ,+, 22”“. ’ 3m . 32n+‘.3m _ 22n.3m . 3 H 2” . 3nz. 0 
Theorem 4.1. 
comp(N, N) = clos(pow[2], exp[2], div[2], div[3],f -g, fog, f/g). 
Proof. Obviously C,,, G comp(N, PII). To obtain that comp(N, kJ) E Cd,,, by 
Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that S, P, KG, LG E C4.1 and that Cq., is closed 
with respect to (f, g),. 
Now, mult[2], mult[3] E C,., because 
mult]2] = (pow[2] - pow[2]) 0 exp[2], 
mult[3] = (pow[2] - (pow[2] - pow[2]))oexp[2]; 
so S, P, K,, LG E C4., by Lemma 4.0. 
Furthermore C,, is closed with respect to (f, g)G because 
(f, g > = (f O POWM) * (g O PO-VI) 
and because pow[3] E C4.r by Lemma 4.0. 0 
Theorem 4.2. 
comp(kJ, kJ) = clos(pow[2], exp[2], div[2], div[3], *f, fog, f/g). 
Proof. Obviously C,, G comp(N, RJ). To obtain that comp(N, RJ) G C,.,, by 
Theorem 2.2, it suffices to show that OG, S, P*, K,, Lc E C,., and that C,,, is 
closed with respect to *J Now O,;, mult[2], mult[3] E C,,, because 
OG = Pwq, 
mult[2] = pow[2]~‘(exp[2]~pow[2])~exp[2], 
mult[3] =pow[2]~‘(exp[2]~pow[2])~‘(exp[2]~div[2]~pow[2])~exp[2]; 
so S, P*, K,, L, E C,,, by Lemma 4.0. 
Furthermore C4.2 is closed with respect to *f because 
*f = ‘(exp[3] ofopow[3]) 
and because exp[3], pow]31 E C4.2 by Lemma 4.0. q 
Theorem 4.3. 
comp(kJ, RJ) = clos(pow[2], exp[2], mult[2], mult[3], div[2], div[3],fog, f/g). 
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Proof. Obviously C4.3 c comp(N, N). To obtain that comp(N, N) s &, by 
Theorem 2.3, it suffices to show that A,, *S, P*, KG, *KG, L&E C,.,. 
Now AC, P*, KG, *KG, LEE C4.3 by Lemma 4.0 and *SE C4.3 because 
*S = mult[3]. 0 
5. Primitive computable unary functions versus general computable unary 
functions 
According to tradition, we have now to show that there is a unary function 
which is general computable but not primitive computable [l, 26,311 and that any 
general computable unary function can be obtained by using only once general 
iteration [24]. Both tasks turn out to be very easy. 
Theorem 5.1. comp(N, N)-prim(N, N) #0. 
Proof. By [Prim, Theorem 3.11, 
prim@, N) = clos(Z, S, P, I(f, g, h)). 
Consider any coding 
J3:lW3-+N, 
with inverse functions 
J3[ 11, J3[2], J3[3] : N + N 
such that 
J3- = J3[1]V3[2]^J3[3], 
Y[l]n, J3[2]n, J3[3]n s n; 
e.g., 
J3:n, m, r-2”. 3”. S, 
with inverse functions J3[1] = exp[2], J”[2] = exp[3], J3[3] = exp[5]. 
Define the following enumerating function F from N onto prim(N, N): 
F. = I, FI = S, &= P, 
F n+3 = WAIT,, FJyqn, FJ3,3,n)- 
Now, as usual, the function 
is general computable but not primitive computable. Otherwise also G 0 S would 
be primitive computable and there would be some index it such that G OS = F,; 
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then 
S(Gn) = F,n = Gn. 0 
Consider now any pairing 
n,m-(n,m) 
with inverse functions 
K:(n,m)Wr, 
L:(n,m)-m. 
A coding Q, : C,,,, + N is acceptable iff there are functions 
top,, popq, body, E prim(N W, 
* ~ E prim(N*, N) 
such that 
(1) top, v(E 0.0 = NL 
top, rp((KJ Zf)og) = V(KJ If)7 
(2) popq Q#% of) = vfy 
POPq cp(WJ If) “8) = a?? 
(3) body, ~(6 If > “g) = vfj 
(4) df “g) = (vf > *q (vgh 
(qf > *Qx (VZ) = Vfj 
for every f, g E C,,,,. 
For any acceptable coding q, let 
(f *q g) :n - (f4 *cp (gnh 
pus&f = (top, Of) *q Z : n -f (top, n) *q n 
and define the function 
step,:N+N 
by setting 
step, = if,, K then Z else 
ifm(Fo) K 0 top, then (pop,)* 0 *F. else 
. . . 
%m Kotop, then (pop,)*0 *& else 
if0 LoK, then (POPS) * else push,(body,)*. 
To see how step, works, take e.g. the function 
AJ~(KJZ(P*~*S)):n- (0,2n); 
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step, generates the following path from the pair ( q(A, 0 (K,/(P* 0 *S))), 2): 
0. (~(&“(&W*o*~))), 2), 
1. kP(&W*~*W, (2,2)), 
2. (~(p*“*So(K,I(P*o*S))), (2,2)), 
3. (V(*W&W*~*~))), (1,2)), 
4. M&W*O*W (1,3))? 
5. (~(p*“*s~(~,~(p*~*s))), (1,3)), 
6. (~(*~~(W(~*~*V)), (0,3)), 
7. (V(&W*O*s)), (0,4)), 
8. (@t (09 4) >9 
so that 
step:: (q(A,o(K,I(P* o *s))), 2) - (VI, (0,4) >. 
Lemma 5.2. For every acceptable coding ~1: Cnorm+ N and every f, g E C,,,,, 
f: n-m a ste&: ((97f)*&g), n> - (qg, m> 
for some j. 
Proof. By induction on C,,,, relatively to f. Cl 
Corollary. For every acceptable coding QI : C,,,, -, N and every f E comp(N, IV), 
f :n-m e stefli:(qf,n)-(qI,m) 
for some j. 
Proof. By the corollary of Theorem 2.3, comp(N, kI) = C,,,, and, on the other 
hand, 
(Vf) *lp (VI) = Vf? 
for every acceptable coding q. 0 
Let init[k]= (C,, Z):n-(k, n). 
Theorem 5.3. For every acceptabfe coding cp : Cnorm+ N and every f E 
comp(M W, 
f = init[ qf ] Q (K I,, step,) 0 L, 
where init[qf], step,, L E prim(kJ, kJ), 
Proof. Note that init[k], L E prim@, IV) and consider any acceptable coding 
Q1:G,,nl+M 
then (f*,g), push, f E prim@, fW) for f, g E prim@, FU); therefore 
step, E prim(N, kJ>. 
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By the corollary of Lemma 5.2, for every f E comp(N, N) 
f:n*m a step’,:(qf,n)~(cpl,m) 
for some j; therefore 
f:n-m B KI,,step,:(qf,n)-(qd,m) 
so that 
f: n -rn B init[qf]o(KI,, step,)oL:n -m 
and the theorem follows immediately. 0 
Let 
PI? P2, . . . = 2, 3, . . . 
be the succession of prime numbers and set p. = 1. Consider furthermore the 
following primitive computable functions 
In] = piSn ~(p,,, divides n), 
exp(i, n) = pkSn ~(p”” divides n), 
c n-m if Irnl =O, 
n*,m = Inl+lml 
n . j=!+, p~xp(i-“‘*m) otherwise. 
A typical example of acceptable coding q : Cnorm-+ N is the following one: 
ql= 1, 
d&of) = z3*, (vf 1, . . . > Q@iOf > = 2” *ql (vf h 
d(KJlf) “iT> = 2&*lP (WI. 
Indeed the functions 
top@ = 2exp(‘.n), 
cn if In] = 0, 
popqn = InI-’ 
Gj pFxpci+‘.“) otherwise, 
body, n = exp( 1, n) 
and the function n *q m are primitive computable and satisfy conditions (l-4). 
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